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CONFIDENTIAL  

Board meeting minutes for web 

November 23- 27 2015 

November 23, 2015 
Present: Catherine Bell (CAB - President), Ayden Birerdinc (AB – Vice-President), Jennifer Strauss (JS – 

Vice-President), Margaret Tait (MT – Vice-President), Elsbeth von Navarini (EVN – Treasurer), Danièle 

Castle (DAC- Executive Director) 

Excused: Susan Russell (SR – Vice-President)  

Observer: Sheila Buemi-Moore (SBM – FinCom Convener) 

The President (CAB) welcomed all. SR sent her apologies because she was not able to attend due to 

passport issues.  At 12:00 SR will join the joint FinCom and Board Skype call. 

The President requested expectations of the meeting.  The majority expected a difficult meeting and 

hoped to find the way forward for GWI.  

The agenda was adopted. JS moved to approve the minutes, seconded by AB. The April 2015 Board 

meeting minutes were approved as were the August 2015 joint FinCom and Board minutes.  

Committee Reports 

The Fellowships Committee had nothing to report. 

Finance Committee: EVN expressed concern about the Key Performance Indicators. She stated that 

her briefing during the handover process was inadequate, even though, at DAC's instigation, CAB and 

DAC spent a day briefing her in October 2014 at the Centre de l’Espérance, explaining the NOMACT 

and the new Chart of Accounts and giving her copies of the same. The Treasurer TOR should be 

reviewed. EVN has an overall role, with main responsibilities, duties, and timelines. EVN has prepared 

"Responsibilities and Duties of the GWI Treasurer with Timelines” which she will discuss with DAC. 

CAB suggested that the TOR is put in front of the Board by Wednesday.  

Action item: EVN to share TOR with Board 

The Board reviewed Christel Moor’s Hegg Hoffet (HH) Committee report. It discussed the viability of 

the HH Shop at the conference – which had been questioned. It takes time and effort to staff and it is 

important that items submitted are new and represent the donor’s country. CAB explained that for 

the past few conferences people had brought used goods such as hairbrushes and worn shoes, which 

is not suitable, and the staff had had to sort through it. At Istanbul the staff had to throw away half of 

the goods that were brought before they were put on sale.  Only new items that reflect the culture 

and arts of the country will be accepted for sale.    

At a time when there are 30 million women refugees in desperate need, the current HH criteria make 

it hard to award assistance.   

JS stated that the raffle was the only fellowships fund raiser. In Istanbul the raffle raised very little 

money and GWI cannot have two programmes competing for funds. The Fellowships Committee is 

responsible for the raffle. If they choose not to do it the raffle will be offered to HH.  
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JS agreed that the HH stand has no place in the Conference and suggested that it could be run at the 

General Assembly (GA). EVN stated that it is a social affair and that the CHF 5’000 is worth having.  

The Convener will be fully responsible for installation, staffing and take down of the stand. The staff 

should not be involved in this work. 

SBM stated that the yearly UN bazaar in Geneva, open to UN members, guests and the public, is very 

successful and that standards should be set ahead of time.   The Board decided unanimously that HH 

can run a stand at the GA ONLY and that a condition would be that the HH committee is responsible 

for setting up, staffing and cleaning up the stall, i.e. the committee is fully responsible for all activity. 

The committee should make it very clear to NFAs that it will only accept new goods typical of each 

country.  

Action item: Office to communicate decision to Christel Moor 

SBM commented that GWI still depends heavily on its members for fundraising. CAB commented 

that if GWI is looking at external funding it should look outwards. She suggested that GWI ask HH to 

think about how they raise funds. GWI should also raise money for fellowships. JS suggested that 

GWI needs to find spectacular gifts for the fellowships raffle. There should be a HH display stand and 

a request for donations at Conference. The Board believes GWI should have stands to showcase GWI 

activities.  

Donations have not been included on the 2016 Conference registration form. The Conference 

registration form is online and CAB pointed out that last time there was a “bring a delegate” 

donation on registration and suggested that this is a good way to go. In Istanbul the Membership 

Committee handled the distribution of the funds. JS suggested it would be nice if GWI could fund 

some delegates from newer NFAs. 

Action item: Add “Bring a delegate” onto the Conference registration page  

SBM was surprised that HH cannot find beneficiaries and suggested a review of the criteria. It was 

agreed that the Convener needs to come up with criteria adapted to the times to see how to take the 

fund forward, and then publicise that. The Board agreed. AB commented that NFAs want to assist 

and do not know how.  

Action item: Request HH Convener to review criteria of HH fund eligibility 

EVN found it strange to talk about distributing funds when GWI is discussing using the reserves. MT 

commented that HH is a restricted fund.  AB tried to mobilise her own NFA but they have no funds to 

deal with refugees. Refugees, spread all over Turkey, are hard to reach. Most want to go to Europe 

and there is no coordination with other NGOs and the government. Only religious NGOs are allowed 

to help the refugees and the secular groups are not approved to enter the camps.  

Lorraine Mangwiro prepared the BRPID project report. GWI has tightened its rules for projects and 

VGIF (funder) has more stringent regulations. The Board thanked Lorraine for her work for BRPID. 

The list of 2016 projects was discussed. The Board judged that the projects were acceptable and 

agreed to funding them subject to Projects committee approval. 

MT asked for clarification about the difference between Policy Update and Policy Position Papers. 

The Policy Update is an internal document which goes to NFAs only, four times a year and it is an 

educational document. The Policy Position Papers are based on the GWI resolutions, are externally 

focused and have been used widely in different advocacy initiatives by GWI and NFAs alike.  
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EduCom will be involved in the abstracts process for the Conference. TCC offers software that 

manages the whole abstracts process, which CAB explained. TCC will monitor the process. Fenna 

Wolting was thanked for her hard work in the office. CAB and DAC tried to have a a skype 

conversation with Rae Duff and Louise McLeod, but were unsuccessful due to technical problems. 

EduCom’s work is focused on the Conference. EduCom ran only one discussion last year, with poor 

member participation. Resolutions and EduCom worked together successfully in 2014 and 2015 on 

Manifestos and Policy Position Papers. 

MemCom:  Caroline Staffell and Nezihe Bilhan collaborate actively. They are recruiting new NFAs; the 

more geographic representation, the more representative GWI is at the UN. The new NFAs are 

enthusiastic and are likely to be active. When Germany and the Netherlands left, there was a 

question as to whether the two NFAs could be UWE members. The UWE constitution clearly states 

that to be a member of UWE the NFA has to belong to GWI. The Netherlands are fully paid up so they 

are all still members till the end of 2015. CAB believes that they will send delegates to Cape Town. 

MT said that the British Federation will host the UWE AGM/Meet and Greet meeting 24-26th June 

2016 in Winchester. AB said that the Turkish group have decided to increase their dues. AB 

commented that the economic and political situation in Turkey make it hard to recruit new members. 

AB talked to the President about holding a  fundraising event. They contacted Fazil Say but many of 

his concerts are being cancelled because he is secular and has court cases against the government, so 

it has not yet materialised. The atmosphere in Turkey is uneasy and people do not go out as much.  

JS said that the Australian Federation has just increased its capitation fees by 30% because the 

national dues have not increased for quite a time and also because GWI will increase its per capita 

dues. It is expected that the New Zealand federation will also increase its dues. JS suggested that 

MemCom asks new members why they joined and how they heard about GWI. It is important to 

remember the distinction between individual member and independent member. JS stated that the 

membership capacity building workshop energised the Australian team. The staff get new member 

enquiries every week; when they are referred to NFAs there is often no response or follow-up.  

AB spoke about the Turkish Friendship Bridge project that allows girls to join for free for the duration 

of their studies. The Turkish federation believes that this could bring in more paying members. SBM 

said that the Geneva federation had introduced reduced dues for the younger women but stopped 

because it found that younger women join other groups. AB suggested that the younger members 

feel pressured by the large volume of older people, so the dynamic has to be changed. Australia has 

been nurturing their younger members. BFWG does not offer honorary membership to its fellowship 

recipients. JS stated that communications to members is key to member retention. EVN: The Swiss 

association finds that CHF 18.00 is very low. SBM thought they would be willing to donate to a 

tangible project. EVN stated that it really depends on the personality of the section whether young 

members come. SBM and CAB both think that the fact that NFAs are still signing up proves that there 

is a reason for GWI to exist.  

Joint FinCom and Board Skype meeting 12:00 – 14:00 
Present: Catherine Bell (CAB - President), Ayden Birerdinc (AB – Vice-President), Susan Russell (SR – 

Vice-President), Jennifer Strauss (JS – Vice-President), Margaret Tait (MT – Vice-President), Elsbeth 

von Navarini (EVN – Treasurer), Sheila Buemi-Moore (SBM – FinCom Convener), Carol Hare (CH – 

Assistant Treasurer Canada), ‘Tricia Blombery (TB – FinCom member), Veena Bathe (VB – FinCom 

member), Lina Beaurain (external finance officer), Danièle Castle (DAC- Executive Director) 

CAB summarised the morning’s discussions. SBM, Convener of FinCom stated that the week would 

not be easy and there were important decisions to make.  
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EVN gave the Treasurer’s update:  6 skype meetings so far this year covering  

1) FinCom’s acceptance in principle of the PCO, subject to its top line conference budget (Feb 23rd),  

2) Acceptance of Treasurer’s Report and  Accounts for Audit 2014 (Feb 26th & 27th),  

3) Conference budget, presentation of the President’s 3 options of a Revised Triennial Budget and 

the Treasurer's Backup Plan (April 13th),  

4) Merrill Lynch Account Transfer; recommendation to Board for an increase in Dues to CHF 35 per 

member (July 16th),  

5) Presentation of Treasurer’s Cost Reduction Plan (August 10th).  EVN’s main concern is to inform 

FinCom where they stand.   

The KPMG audit was a limited statutory audit. EVN pointed out that the price was over the CHF 

7’000k limit (against CHF 10’000 budgeted). DAC commented that we have come in under budget on 

the audit cost every year. There was some extra spend on the 2014 audit due to out of pocket 

expenses and VAT invoiced by the auditors.  

One year remains till GWI reaches the 2016 target. EVN thinks that GWI has worked on visibility and 

membership at the price of solid finances and loss of membership.  

The Treasurer presented the Q3 results as at September 30, 2015 [and compared the income to the 

2014 and 2013 full years].  She stated that dues received were CHF 321'855 to date, 6% lower than 

2014 and 14% lower than 2013.  NFAs continue to lose members. Dues in arrears registered a rather 

low return but there were more independent members. Donations soared thanks to the Esther Scher 

legacy of CHF 95'000 to date, and VGIF project donations of CHF 8,553 for a workshop in Bulgaria. 

Short term investment income was CHF 3,450. Assets are being transferred to Switzerland.  

Expenditure totalled CHF 491’000 corresponding to 79% of the adopted budget.  The office did a lot 

of work on Membership, Advocacy and Communications.  General Administration totalled CHF 

360'240 and representing 73% of total expenditure.  Professional fees [include audit and accounting 

services] represents CHF 43,542 or 9% of expenditure.  There are no taxes. EVN believes that we do 

not have the right business model for GWI.  

There were several revisions of the Triennial Budget approved at the AGM in Istanbul.  The first was 

presented by the President in February 2014, revised again and finally adopted by FinCom and the 

Board.   Thereafter two more updates were made to the 2014 budget, and one by DAC, based on the 

current spending and what could be achieved that year.  In April 2015 the President presented three 

options: an ideal Budget, a Closure Budget and a Medium Spend Budget.  FinCom recommended the 

latter and it was approved by the Board. 

EVN stated that the original Triennial Budget in Istanbul adopted a projected deficit of CHF 395'000 

before transfers with total income at CHF 1'480'000 and total expenditure at 1'875'000.  The newly 

Revised Triennial Budget now has a projected deficit of CHF 872'022 (up 120% from Istanbul) with a 

total income of CHF 1'465'000 and total expenditure of CHF 2'359'813.   

In July EVN proposed not replacing a staff member who handed in her notice to save money.  This 

was not acceptable for DAC.  EVN stated that fundraising has not yet provided concrete results but 

we have received a legacy of USD 200'000. She suggested that we spend more money on fund raising 

activities.  

SBM opened up the discussion.  
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JS commented that the Treasurer misrepresented the membership report when she attributed the 

membership loss to 2015. Tonga and Germany stopped paying some time ago as did others. They 

represent a much longer term loss that cannot be attributed to 2015 or even to this triennium.   Six 

out of eight NFAs that lost membership left for constitutional reasons – in reality those NFAs have 

not paid historically. This has nothing to do with the business model being implemented.  

JS then asked EVN what she meant by the business model. CAB said that that prior to August 2013 

GWI provided no real services over a period of many years. Under the new business model GWI 

definitely provides services. 

SBM commented that in the old business model there was very little spend and in the new model 

there is a rapid spend. This trend is ongoing as is loss of membership. CAB responded that the two 

large European NFAs (Germany and the Netherlands) left because the organisation(GWI) was inactive 

and provided few services for twenty years (the little spend model). There was long standing 

discontent.  

The CFUW request for dues alleviation: CAB clarified that the Board and FinCom both decided 

against giving alleviation, because everyone was affected by the decoupling of the Swiss franc from 

the EURO. The constitution states that alleviation is only granted in exceptional circumstances that 

affect one country. CFUW were informed that their situation did not constitute an exceptional 

circumstance since it affected all countries. 

The Summer 2015 FinCom Skype meeting was discussed.  CAB stated that she had requested an 

alternative plan which the Treasurer did not provide.  She produced a set of figures.   EVN stated that 

she had a Proposal for a Budget Reduction, consisting of a Commentary, Performance and Asset 

Projections for 2015 and 2016, plus the corresponding Cost Reductions within the Triennial Budget 

2015-16. She would have developed it afterwards if people were interested. 

The bottom line is whether the NFAs want the organisation to exist.  

There are few arrears since the office has done a good job of dues collection. The remaining Esther 

Scher legacy should come in – there is a 90% chance that it will not come in in 2015.  CAB pointed out 

that EVN and SBM’s timelines on budget revisions differ.     

EVN and SBM called for cuts to core costs but did not define what core costs to cut.    They stated 

that a lot of work has been done on fundraising but funds have not yet come in.  GWI cannot budget 

for sporadic legacies. The Patron programme was discussed and there was a suggestion that people 

at this meeting lead the way by becoming patrons.1   The Patron programme was launched to 

members and the public. 

CAB reminded the group that FinCom chose the CS Cash Invest account to consolidate our finances in 

one bank to become a more important customer over a higher interest offered at other banks.  CS 

was agreed by all including DAC. 

CH reported that Merrill Lynch, where the investments were lodged, has changed its investment 

policy and FinCom and the Treasurer decided to put the investment money in to Credit Suisse. CH is 

looking at places to invest but admitted that this is not a great time to invest. All the monies from the 

dividends will be transferred at one time. It was noted that CHF 11’000 in the Cash Invest account 

was from the current account and was transferred into the new CS Cash Invest Account in addition to 

                                                           
1 As of the writing of the minutes, Veena Bathe, Carol Hare, Catherine Bell and Jennifer Strauss are patrons.  
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the CHF 169'000 that was transferred from the Merrill Lynch account as it was surplus to 

requirements at that time.  

SBM update for 2015: 

- The budget presented in Istanbul was designed to strengthen the organisation by gaining 

visibility and, in turn, increase income.  There have been improvements but she is concerned 

over the depletion of assets.    

- She wants to discuss and agree on a financial threshold.      

- Returns from investment are low because the assets have dropped drastically.   

- Questioned the CHF 3'500 spent on staff training in 2015.  JS commented that in 2013 the 

Board was advised that there had been no staff training historically and in that year the 

Board committed to staff training. It is the proper responsibility of the Board to look after the 

staff, especially in a women's organisation preaching education, equality and fair treatment 

for women. 

SBM repeated that DAC’s strategy was to spend in order to gain visibility and obtain funds in return.  

She listed a number of efforts such as the EU consortium for which DAC expects to receive 

approximately EU 400'000 the first half of 2016.  CAB corrected this, and stated that the project 

would be awarded in mid-2016, and if the consortium to which GWI belonged was awarded the 

contract, GWI could only reasonable expect to benefit sometime in 2017, six to eight months after 

the start of the project. Another project, Uwicyeza had a return of funds amounting to CHF 217.  CAB 

corrected this and stated that the CHF 217, was a donation that GWI had taken in on behalf of the 

Uwicyeza project and would be handed over to them.  DAC and Caroline Staffell, the International 

Development Manager, had travelled to members' countries or future members' countries to deliver 

capacity building workshops.  

The FinCom discussion finished at 14h30.  

Board meeting (resumed) 
Present: Catherine Bell (CAB - President), Ayden Birerdinc (AB – Vice-President), Jennifer Strauss (JS – 

Vice-President), Margaret Tait (MT – Vice-President), Elsbeth von Navarini (EVN – Treasurer), Danièle 

Castle (DAC- Executive Director) 

Excused: Susan Russell (SR – Vice-President) 

Observer: Sheila Buemi-Moore (SBM – FinCom Convener) 

A brief discussion about tools provided by GWI indicates that these are being used. The Manifestos 

are taken to all events and distributed widely by GWI staff and President.  

Revised Constitution 

JS worked with CAB to rewrite the proposed revised constitution. The constitution should clarify 

roles and responsibilities and provide good governance frameworks for a modern organisation. The 

By-Laws are incorporated into the revised constitution; those that are not incorporated can go into a 

procedural document. On the whole the material that deals with one issue should all be in one place. 

In terms of finances the biggest change is that GWI will not allow for three years of arrears:  NFAs 

that do not pay should not get the same privileges as those that do. The constitution has been 

changed to flow in sequence. 

GWI will use the same procedure as it did when the there was a major constitutional revision in 

2007.  The Board should also advise members that the constitutional revision will be based on 
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specified core principles. February 19, 2016 is the deadline for the Executive Director (ED) to receive 

Constitutional Amendments from NFAs and April 19, 2016 is the constitutional deadline to send out 

the actual revised constitution. GWI will invite comment on the revision and potential amendments. 

The General Assembly (GA) in Cape Town is being held over three days so that one day can be 

devoted to resolutions, one to constitution and one day for other business.  

The GA exists throughout the triennium and it can make decisions at any point in the triennium. JS 

believes that a function of the Board is to provide leadership to the organisation whereas in the 

previous constitution its function was administrative. It is important to get the balance of governance 

between Board and General Assembly right. The timeframes have been shortened, though the NFAs 

need time for discussion. 

The Board accepted the proposed revised constitution and agreed that it should be sent out as per 

the procedure outlined above.  

Action: Circular on constitution to go out and discussion to be opened 

2016 Conference 

CAB gave an update on the Conference. Registration and abstracts are open. At the time of the 

meeting there were some seven registrations. In terms of abstracts it is all automated and EduCom 

will read them and allocate rooms working with TCC. TCC will put programme booklet together and 

look after all the signage that goes onto the rooms.   

Action: Send reminder to NFAs to plan abstracts for submission and to ask for speakers 

CAB had a record of all previous Conference volumes: by December in 2006, 30 people were 

registered for Manchester and only 175 by March 2007. In Mexico there were no registrations till 

January, 26 by the end of February and 183 by the end of March.  Istanbul had 53 registrations at the 

end of March and a total of 220 by the end of April.  April and May are the two big registration 

months historically. Increasingly people sign up later and more towards the last minute. TCC will 

need to look at the security at conference. 

JS suggested Fiona Stanley and will look after finding someone to contact her. AB will ask her 

daughter to invite someone from UNICEF. GWI has made three fee payments for a value of CHF 

43’000. There are three more payments to be made in 2016. The commitment is about CHF 60’000 

(at current exchange rate as the Rand is dropping against the CHF it will be closer to CHF 53’000). The 

conference was intended to be a revenue stream.  CAB confirmed that it is about visibility and we 

need to break even.  Losses are shared. 

AB will ask Turkish Airlines if any support can be negotiated. SBM suggested advertising the 

Conference into other relevant groups.  

Hazel Bowen will be offered a free registration for conference. 
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November 24, 2015 

Board meeting 
Present: Catherine Bell (CAB - President), Ayden Birerdinc (AB – Vice-President), Jennifer Strauss (JS – 

Vice-President), Margaret Tait (MT – Vice-President), Elsbeth von Navarini (EVN – Treasurer), Danièle 

Castle (DAC- Executive Director) 

Excused: Susan Russell (SR – Vice-President) 

Observer: Sheila Buemi-Moore (SBM – FinCom Convener) 

Caroline Staffell (CS - International Development Manager) presented the membership progress 

since April 2015.  Over 90% of GWI's existing NFAs had been retained.  Six NFAs had lost membership 

after more than three years of non-payment of dues. Two NFAs withdrew.  There are 58 NFAs, with 

DR Congo and Afghanistan preparing to join, and Azerbaijan and five other new NFAs in the pipeline.  

There was some discussion around the value of international umbrella associations. CS stated that 

the membership consultation demonstrated that members stay with GWI because they identify with 

the cause.  

CS reviewed the capacity building workshops, which energize and motivate members.  Eighteen 

webinars had been delivered with 156 signed up attendees. There may be many more participants 

since there is often there was more than one person on a single connection.  JS stated she believes 

Fiji can assist in building the Pacific region activity. MT asked if the minimum requirement of 40 

members affects new member growth. CS confirmed that it would not as she is already working to 

grow the new NFAs. JS underlined the need to have a larger membership to support formal 

structures.  

CS presented the Uganda Teachers for Rural Futures and Girls’ Choices projects. Twinning has been 

set up and a project between Otago branch, New Zealand, and Sierra Leone is in development.  CS 

talked about GWI champions and the importance of putting a face and GWI in the public eye to 

encourage more visibility. 

AB asked whether GWI had ever considered training the CIRs. A webinar for CIRs should be set up.  

Action item: Office to set up a CIR webinar. 

The Board reviewed the GWI CSW60 delegates list.   After discussion, the Board agreed with the 

selection of CSW candidates.  

Joint FinCom and Board Skype meeting 12:00 – 14:00 
Present: Catherine Bell (CAB- President), Ayden Birerdinc (AB – Vice-President), Susan Russell (SR – 

Vice-President), Jennifer Strauss (JS – Vice-President), Margaret Tait (MT – Vice-President), Elsbeth 

von Navarini (EVN – Treasurer), Sheila Buemi-Moore (SBM – FinCom Convener), Carol Hare (CH – 

Assistant Treasurer Canada), ‘Tricia Blombery (TB – FinCom member), Veena Bathe (VB – FinCom 

member), Lina Beaurain (LB - external finance officer), Danièle Castle (DAC- Executive Director) 

SBM introduced Plan B and explained that she aimed for a safety net for GWI that would provide a 

fall back plan if and when GWI’s finances meet an asset threshold that cannot sustain current 

activities - a so-called “trip wire”.  TB asked whether SBM was presenting Plan B in her personal 

capacity as Convener of FinCom or on behalf of FinCom. SBM responded that she was presenting 
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Plan B as Chair of FinCom.2  SBM stated that she had not heard ideas on how to move GWI forward in 

case of financial distress.3 She listed her 10 points of concern. Annual returns of 20'000 on 

investments no longer exist as the ML account has been closed.     

She introduced Plan B for GWI to accept an “Asset Threshold” or limit in order to trigger financial 

action management, avoid debt and other consequences for the Board.  Thus she suggests the 

introduction of a trip wire effect at CHF 210,000 minimum or CHF 290,000 with a social plan.  We 

received an important legacy.  

EVN then presented three options for GWI: 

Option 1 - Continue As Is - assuming no income other than dues, no conference profit and the Scher 

legacy tranche of 50k in 2016, leading to a deficit in August and is therefore not considered to be an 

option as it is "too late"; 

Option 2 - Restructure Now and " to give notice of dismissal by end of November to most of the staff 

" and also not considered to be an option as it is "too late”; 

Option 3 - Temporary Decommissioning, that is “GWI would go dormant, or be put on hold”.  

CH commented that a combination of factors caused the income from investments to drop and not 

just spending. A question about social plan revealed that SBM thinks that it means that staff are paid 

when they are laid off.  DAC pointed out that the organisation has to pay off staff whatever happens.  

Questions:  

i) Why would NFAs pay dues if there is no service. JS pointed out that the Board is being 

asked to fire staff even though GWI has not arrived at the threshold that was defined in 

the summer.  

ii) Who would do the work for the General Assembly. MT thought that the Board would do 

the work. 

iii) VB asked why Option 2 (downsizing part of the staff) was proposed when in fact SBM and 

EVN are in fact proposing Option 3. EVN and SBM answered that Option 2 was put 

forward to maintain a small GWI office option and discuss all options openly.  

EVN believes that if GWI is decommissioned there would be sufficient funds to get to conference. 

She would expect that everyone would pay their dues. CAB responded that without the services no 

one would pay, and indeed those who have paid might ask for their money back. She stated that 

Option 3 was based on a completely false premise and was not workable. And further that GWI is a 

membership organisation. It is about people touching and feeling. Decommissioning the organisation 

would defeat the whole purpose. SR commented that GWI owes it to the members to keep on going 

in order to get the organisation to where it needs to be. 

VB said that continuing as is may incur a debt of CHF 300’000 and asked how GWI was going to 

handle this.  

JS states that she believes that Option 3 guarantees the failure of conference. She states she would 

rather close immediately than choose Option 3. DAC commented the constitution required that the 

membership vote for closure. 

                                                           
2 Plan B put forward by SBM and EVN was sent out the night before the start of the meetings and had not been 
discussed with FinCom. 
3 A plan was presented to the Board in April 2015 by the ED but was never discussed. 
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Option 4 is immediate closure. CH and JS believe that Option 3 is a slow death, and TB agreed. MT 

believes that Option 1 with debt is not an option as the Board is liable out of their own pockets, 

which is a major concern for her and EVN. Option 2 will only leave the HH fund. MT thinks that 

Option 3 is the only choice i.e. to put the office into sleep mode. MT believes that the decision 

cannot be put off. TB commented that she had not got an answer to who will actually do the work if 

the office is decommissioned. 

CAB believes that the Board needs to look at the full picture to make an informed decision and 

recommended that FinCom and the Board hear about the progress and activities over the last six 

months before discussing the finances.  EVN, MT and SBM rejected this option and want to focus on 

the problems only.  CAB commented that cash flow chart indicates that the spend is exactly as 

planned for December 2015.  

CAB then proposed the consideration of a loan with a long term repayment option. It was agreed 

that this would be considered overnight. The idea would be to seek a loan – half of which would be a 

donation and go into projects and the other half would be a loan for repayment. The organization 

approached might view this favourably since they need to increase their donor giving to retain 

charitable status. 

MT wanted to revisit how spend is approved.  

DAC explained that Swiss law requires two signatories, which are either SBM or EVN (or as a last 

resort CAB). Each payment is uploaded with date of payment, name of the beneficiary and amount. 

She also pointed out that while some payments have been queried, at no point have any payments 

been refused by either SBM or EVN, who have access to the bank at all times.   Paper documentation 

for payments under CHF 5'000 are not required, as per a board decision, in order to streamline 

administration. 

JS moved that the Board vote on whether CAB can approach a funder.  EVN, MT and AB said that 

they would have to consider their personal liability before voting on such a motion.  They would 

think about it overnight and come back to the meeting with an answer the next day. 

The meeting was closed and reconvened for midday on Wednesday. 
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November 25, 2015 

Joint FinCom and Board meeting 12:00 – 14:00 
Present: Catherine Bell (CAB - President), Ayden Birerdinc (AB – Vice-President), Susan Russell (SR – 

Vice-President), Jennifer Strauss (JS – Vice-President), Margaret Tait (MT – Vice-President), Elsbeth 

von Navarini (EVN – Treasurer), Sheila Buemi-Moore (SBM – FinCom Convener), Carol Hare (CH – 

Assistant Treasurer Canada), ‘Tricia Blombery (TB – FinCom member), Veena Bathe (VB – FinCom 

member), Lina Beaurain (LB - external finance officer), Danièle Castle (DAC- Executive Director) 

SBM provided a summary and a revised agenda from the previous day’s discussion. On Monday 

FinCom convened and gave reports. On Tuesday the FinCom Convener presented Plan B, with a 

minimum threshold of CHF 210’000 and recommended Option 3 as the best solution. The Board and 

FinCom further discussed options and presented two more (Option 4 – closure; Option 5 – a loan). 

The Treasurer presented three options:  

Option 1 - carrying on with a debt of CHF 300’000 in August;  

Option 2 - downsizing, and  

Option 3 -dormancy/decommissioning.   

SBM thought that agreement had been reached that in December 2015 GWI would meet the asset 

threshold and with that idea two options were introduced: closure (Option 4) and to obtain a loan 

(Option 5).  

JS said there was a discussion on the trip wire and asked for clarification on whether plan B included 

the triennial conference.  EVN had not really thought about whether the Conference should be 

included or not; she still believes that everyone would pay the dues, but the important thing is the 

General Assembly. CAB invited all the participants to make an opening statement of where they are 

and where GWI should be going. 

SR stated that dormancy was a betrayal to the members and in her view she does not see safety in 

the direction of dormancy. It is easy to consider the options of closure and dormancy and they are 

the comfortable options but they are not options she would support and it is not what the 

membership expects. The members trusted the Board, believe in membership support and growth, 

and trust that GWI has demonstrated that it is doing what it intends to do. Personally, SR cannot 

betray that trust. It seems to her there is a course of action to move forward i.e. bridging finance. 

This organisation belongs not to the Board alone but to the members who need to be part of the 

action too. GWI is getting results, attracting members; she finds the proposal offensive to brush off 

these achievements now. She has approached various people to consider signing up as patrons as a 

group sign up. To consider that the admittedly different NFAs as insignificant she found offensive 

because she knew the struggle the Afghan association had to set up the association. She encourages 

the people in the room to look at the bigger picture and look at the values and what the organisation 

stands for. GWI is at a point where GWI is more important and more than it has been for a very long 

time. This is a better organisation than in 2013 and SR wants to be part of that and wants the Board 

and FinCom to put aside fear. Now is the time to look in the future and take ownership of what GWI 

can become.  

SBM repeated that the issue was about rapid depletion of assets as fundraising is not growing fast 

enough.   

CH stated that if GWI wants members to continue to pay dues GWI must continue to operate. 
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TB does not favour the going dormant option as it would be a total betrayal of what GWI has 

achieved so far. She thinks it would be good to find bridging finance.  

VB:  In Option 3 if GWI goes dormant it is likely that NFAs will not pay dues. The Board and FinCom 

need to understand Option 5 of obtaining a loan and the legal implications. She does not favour 

closure. 

MT thinks that this is only about finance. MT states that Option 5 (a loan) was a surprise to her and 

not written down4.   MT understands that GWI would ask for a loan of CHF 500’000 and that would 

require collateral and the responsibility lies on the Board members. She wanted the President to 

clarify her negotiations regarding funding. MT alleged that spending has been uncontrolled. MT 

understands that CHF 43’000 has been spent on the Conference so far and that the PCO will manage 

the Conference. She believes that the Board and FinCom can get the organisation to the GA without 

staff.  

AB stated that the group has not agreed on the threshold. She did not approve the loan or the debt. 

She recognises that the office has worked very hard.   

SBM said that activities have improved but repeats that the depletion of assets is a concern. SBM 

believes that debt is not an option.    She recommends dormancy. She said it is great to have the 

patrons, but limits on spending still needed to be addressed.  

EVN stated that she had nothing new to say.   

JS stated that her position is known. She did not believe that a decision could be reached as the 

Board is deadlocked. She “is not opposed to the idea of a limit to determine at which point we are 

financially irresponsible to continue”.  

There has been a proposal to give the staff notice at this November Board meeting. JS said: “I cannot 

accept giving notice to the staff in November as we have not reached the cut-off point”. One of the 

chief responsibilities GWI has is to pay the staff and GWI would be breaching Swiss law if the staff 

cannot be paid. JS pointed out that there is an extraordinary support from members and does not 

believe that GWI can just close. The Professional Conference Organiser (PCO) can provide logistical 

support but cannot provide content for the conference.   There is a total ignorance of the amount of 

work involved in a GA.  NFAs who have paid may ask for their money back. She “is bitterly opposed to 

a financial strategy that gets rid of staff.” GWI cannot give staff notice until that trip point is reached. 

The Board is completely split and will have to go to the membership. 

SR was asked whether she believes GWI should carry on and she confirms she believes GWI should 

get a bridging loan.  

CAB acknowledged that the situation requires courage. She stated she mentioned the bridging loan 

at the April 2015 Board meeting – so the proposal is not new. 

CAB asked that given the deadlock (Board 3:3) the Board and FinCom need to come to a compromise.  

CAB asked SBM whether her "team" had a compromise proposal to put to the group.  The answer 

was "no", SBM that their proposal included a financial threshold and three options.   

                                                           
4 The possibility of a loan was minuted in the FinCom meeting minutes from April 2015.   
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CAB stated that when the meeting was adjourned the previous day she understood that the Board 

was going to consider if they could in their personal capacities consider a bridging loan something 

that would require a sound proposal and could not be done lightly.  

CAB suggested a compromise position, which is that SBM put on the table a trip wire level of 210k. 

CAB asked if that is 110k restricted funds and 100k for the operational costs to get to the dormant 

position. EVN and SBM confirmed and believe that this level would also mean that GWI could pay a 

secretary for 6 months. CAB stated that in the last two years in the audited accounts, GWI had 

reversed CHF 5’000 IFUW money from Bina Roy into general reserves in each of those two years and 

the Board agreed that those funds should be put back into the ordinary funds. There was a further 

CHF 5'000 to be reversed to which the Board had agreed.  There is also CHF 5’000 that needs to go to 

the current projects from the BRPID fund. This means that the restricted funds would be reduced by 

CHF 10'000 before the end of the year. The group agree to the BRPID payments and to reserve the 

original CHF 5’000 and reverse at the end of 2015. CAB suggested that the limit therefore be set at 

200’000 for the trip wire. SBM stated that “the asset limitation was fixed".  CAB asked if there would 

be some flexibility.  SBM asked if CAB was suggesting the introduction of margins and CAB confirmed 

that she was.  

CAB suggests the position of CHF 200,000 as the asset threshold limit with the very clear 

understanding that GWI cannot spend below that amount; however, if GWI is in the position where it 

is a little below that level, but there is a known commitment (in writing) then the trip wire should not 

come into effect. She suggests a margin of 10%.  Expenses have risen – due to some extraordinary 

spending - yet over the year GWI has decreased its monthly spending. The President and the ED 

committed to look at expenditure to see where they can make further cuts without compromising 

the strategy. They would commit to keeping above the trip wire provided there is a margin. This 

would allow GWI to downsize in the event of reaching the trip wire, to fulfil its constitutional 

requirements. She stated she believed GWI should consider looking for bridging funds/donation.  

MT completely opposed asking for a loan. 

CAB maintained that part of the request would be for project money. When asking for funds it needs 

to be an utterly thought-through position. CAB would need a few days to put a serious proposal 

together.  

SBM liked the idea that CHF 210’000 implies that notice is given to staff. SBM says that CHF 80’000 

needs to be added to cover the social plan.  CAB asked how SBM calculated the 100k limit.  SBM 

explained that she totalled expenses for one year: one salary for one person at CHF 100k, General 

Administration at 12k, office rent at 33'500 and audit, bookkeeping and consulting fees at 64k.  The 

total is 219'500 divided by half to cover 6 months until August which represents roughly CHF 

100'000. 

CAB stated that the first thing a responsible employer does is to look after staff. She believed that 

GWI should carry on. There was some further discussion about looking at the loan option and 

opinions were mixed. Most agreed that the “trip wire” would be useful.   MT and EVN were 

completely against to a loan.  

CAB said that GWI will reach the tipping point in December and JS said she has seen no demonstrable 

facts on that. By end of January GWI will again have CHF 350-400’000 in the bank. The office has 

been very proactive in dues collection and the invoices were sent out two months earlier than usual 

i.e. in November instead of January as in previous years.  CAB suggested CHF 250’000 for projects 

and a bridging loan of CHF 250’000, which was not accepted by EVN, MT, AB, VB. SBM did not feel 
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comfortable with the income and so her recommendation would be not to ask for a loan. LB 

proposed a convertible loan. An unpaid loan is an asset. EVN said there was no collateral for that. 

CAB suggested this needs to be examined. MT asked if a member of staff leaves will they be 

replaced. CAB said it is an option.  

JS felt that a loan would have to be from an organisation with a long-term, low/no interest rate and a 

sister organisation. JS is not opposed to a loan provided the Board could service the loan. She would 

be uncomfortable with a loan of CHF 250’000 but a loan is an option that should still be considered. If 

GWI goes into dormancy the office should be completely abandoned. EVN stated that the dormant 

state has no staff. Option 2 has a secretary.  

The group was not agreed on the loan – Board 3:3 yes/no, FinCom 2:2 yes/no. SBM and EVN were 

willing to go for the compromise that CAB suggested regarding the margins on the asset limitation in 

order to allow for operational flexibility: The compromise is to have the trip wire at CHF 200’000 

(instead of 210'000) but to introduce margins to that CHF 200’000 that would be limited to 10% or 

CHF 20’000. If GWI reaches CHF 180’000, notification would be triggered to the Board and FinCom. 

That would then trigger action plan B unless there is a written promise that there is a necessary 

margin of time (15 working days) needed to return to the normal situation and a case by case limit.  

If there is no financial commitment, SBM and EVN would like wrap up to start. If there is a financial 

commitment to take GWI beyond the deficit, this can be examined on a case by case basis. MT 

commented that the trip wire was being moved. The margin is only there because of the difficult 

period of dues. SBM commented that it will be monitored for the trip wire every month. If GWI goes 

below, there is notification and GWI needs to see where it stands in terms of funds.  

MT stated that the responsibility does not lie with the employees. The Treasurer would like a P&L.  

LB pointed out that a cash flow was necessary to manage finances.  The Treasurer would receive a 

P&L and a cash flow.  AB said that the story is not successful financially and in terms of activities it is 

a success. CAB stated that it is everyone’s responsibility to raise funds and JS stated that the 

members have a responsibility to pay dues. 

10th of month was established as the date for financial statements; if notification is required, it will 

be on 10th and if not, then there will be no news from the office. Notification should come with the 

projection. The group will get together if there is no cushion. If GWI goes below the 10% margin, the 

group will have to come up with a plan on a case by case basis. 

VB offered a financial management tool to GWI free of charge to the organisation.  Both CAB and 

SBM thanked Veena for the generous offer. 

The meeting was adjourned with the agreement that CAB would work on a document that everyone 

can agree to at the next joint meeting, the next day. 

November 26, 2015 

Joint FinCom and Board meeting 12:00 – 14:00 
Present: Catherine Bell (CAB - President), Ayden Birerdinc (AB – Vice-President), Susan Russell (SR – 

Vice-President), Jennifer Strauss (JS – Vice-President), Margaret Tait (MT – Vice-President), Elsbeth 

von Navarini (EVN – Treasurer), Sheila Buemi-Moore (SBM – FinCom Convener), Carol Hare (CH – 

Assistant Treasurer Canada), Veena Bathe (VB – FinCom member), Lina Beaurain (LB - external 

finance officer), Danièle Castle (DAC- Executive Director) 

Joined late: Tricia Blombery (TB – FinCom member), 
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CAB opened the meeting and stated that when an agreement had been reached the previous day, a 

document was put together on what was agreed and if anyone had comments they were to be 

emailed to CAB for inclusion. MT submitted comments with which CAB agreed. SBM sent in a 

document, late, and in most instances CAB agreed with her comments but does not agree with three 

points, so wished to discuss them. SBM agreed. 

These were: 

a) There was discussion around the dues and several people agreed to remind various NFAs.  

The dues reminders will go out to NFAs by the 15th of January.  

b) There was discussion about what cost cutting plan to accept, but no agreement on specifics. 

The room agrees unanimously that there will be no further workshops for capacity building.. 

c) CAB stated that SBM’s last paragraph on expenditures was added but had not been agreed to 

the previous day. SBM explained that the social plan was not included in the CHF 200’000 

threshold but was the proposal of plan B.   This means that we are short CHF 80’000. The 

purpose of the threshold is to provide a monitoring tool. SBM wanted a commitment to cost 

reduction.  JS stated that it is not solely the ED who is responsible for the trip wire. There was 

discussion about reducing expenditure. The ED committed to reducing the spend. All present 

agreed with the new phrasing that was proposed. 

There was further discussion about what action the Board might commit to, particularly around 

the Patron programme.  

CAB would prefer the document to be a fair report on what has been agreed to.  

The Board and FinCom were trying collectively to do their best for the organisation. and to 

ensure its viability.  

The document “Solution to Meet the Best Interests of Graduate Women International” was 

agreed unanimously by the Board and the Finance Committee and the ED jointly on November 

26th, 2015. 

While discussion was lengthy and vigorous it was agreed that the Board and Fincom would stand 

by the agreement and not revisit it. 

EVN agreed to this solution but stated that the financial situation has not changed. She believes 

GWI has to save CHF 25’000 a month. At that point CAB stated that if EVN wants to reopen 

negotiations then the discussion should stop immediately. EVN and SBM said that there was too 

rapid spend. CAB stated that she resented the implications that spending was profligate. MT 

wanted to deal with Board matters.  In response CAB stated that at the beginning of the meeting 

she suggested that the group review progress and but the group only wanted to discuss 

financials. CAB was more than happy to take all suggestions but was not willing to discuss details. 

MT had no suggestions. EVN had some suggestions for cost cutting. EVN thought: GWI should cut 

the big expenses - that includes the workshops, the travel engagements and CSW. The face to 

face Board meeting should be left out. 

She further stated “It would be advantageous if some or all of the staff would give notice to GWI 

so that GWI does not have to pay the notice period.” CAB stated that “this is the most despicable 

thing I have ever heard” and left the room. JS found this a distressing option on the table. MT 

said that there was an implication in this that people who leave will not be replaced, internal 
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costs should be reduced and she would cut down on information, communication and advocacy 

as GWI has to save.  

TB groaned as because EVN was again discussing dormancy which goes against everything that 

has been agreed. There were some further comments.CH said that the only thing that she is 

concerned about are the dues being paid. The payment of dues relates to each NFA’s fiscal year 

and she suggested having some kind of incentive to get NFAs to pay early. 

SBM said that headcount was a bone of contention so the group should not go there. If the 

priority is to maintain the headcount there is no other option than to cut other expenditures. 

CAB responded that it is not about headcount, it is about strategy. JS asked about suggestions for 

immediate cost cutting. JS says that if someone were to leave then there is a question about 

whether that staff person should be replaced. It then becomes the contextual situation. Long 

term she does not think that the headcount cannot change but does not see it as desirable 

option at present.   A possible option on cost cutting would be CSW attendance. 

CAB clarified that if GWI does not go to CSW, the members can still go. JS stated that cutting CSW 

would not make an enormous cost saving but cutting costs is a laborious process and we need 

take the whole picture into account when we do it. We should accept suggestions but it is 

premature to make commitments.  

SBM requested the ED to give ideas. The ED had already given two: CSW and workshops. She 

stated she had always held her commitments and will continue to do so. EVN suggested and JS 

agreed that the face-to-face Board meeting in spring 2016 should not happen. SBM also 

suggested that FinCom should not take place face-to-face. CAB suggested that email can also be 

used before the skype discussion to reach more rapid decisions. There was further discussion 

about cost cutting. 

CAB and CH stated that the decision to cut CSW cannot be made unilaterally without looking at 

the bigger picture. LB suggested that the cutting of costs has to be done on a project by project 

basis. 

As a result of her attendance at CSW59 MT has been approached for two side events at CSW 

through NGWO CSW UK. She would go back to the relevant parties and state that GWI will not 

follow through. 

Other Business 

The Bulgarian association approached the GWI office and was under the impression that the 

money they had been left/gifted was sitting in the UK. MT followed up and a senior legal figure 

looked at it and there was no documentation.  BFWG had tried to contact the Bulgarians but 

there was no response so MT is waiting for the ED to get back to her. 

Action item: Office to follow up with Bulgarians 

2019 Conference 

MT wanted to discuss the location for 2019 Conference. CAB said that she thinks GWI needs to 

get to Cape Town before the Board considers any other venue. The three previous Boards 

inherited the venue and CAB believes that it is better for the incoming Board to put out the bid 

and decide where to go. While there is an existing document, it is rather loose. For Cape Town 

CAB and DAC put out a proper professional request for proposal and she believes that this should 
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be the first business of the new Board. JS and AB agreed. JS pointed out that there is now a 

shortened time frame. There was general consensus.  

MT asked about the date of the next Board meeting. EVN had suggested that it not be a face to 

face meeting. CAB could not commit to a date as it is dependent on her work. She asked that the 

Board send in dates when they are not available.  CAB suggested that she might be available in 

late April. 

There was some discussion about the CIR network and energizing it because we are coming to 

Conference.   

MT has already privately informed BFWG Executive and also the CIR of the Scottish Association 

and Irish Federation that the financial situation is precarious and CAB expressed concern over 

this as the situation is not precarious, it is exactly as expected and as notified in April 2015 and 

again in August 2015. Scotland, Ireland and the UK have been contacted.  

The summary of the meeting was that the group agreed over a compromise solution. After 

discussion there is a document that was agreed to unanimously by the Board, FinCom and the 

ED. LB suggested that it be labelled a resolution to protect all the people in the room. The agenda 

items that MT wanted were discussed. It was thought that Britain and Scotland will pay in early 

January.  

CAB closed the meeting stating that she was glad the group was able to reach an agreement.  


